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WHEN SCIENCE
 
MEETS ART... 

ChefClinton Cooper is Execu hve Che f at the 
Four Seasons Hotel, Mumbal. Born in 
Auckland, NewZealand, Cooper has spent 
/5 years workinRat the Shang,,·La, Banyan 
Tree iJnd Rosewood Hotels and th!' Hyatt in 
China, UAf, MaldIVes, Thailand. Seychelles. 
Saudi ArabiJ. FiJI andNewZealand. 
·Classlcal French, mtormallsed WIl!J ASian 
flavours; deiillltery not iU510n!" is howhe 
descrIbes hiS style of cooking. 

Caoiar and chocolate might sound lik« all odd pairing , but molecular ~astrol1.omx, a contempo rary style of cooking, pouus 
to new connections between these ingredients and others, reveals Chef Clinton Cooper 
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~ MoLecular ga slronomy refers to a 
~ modern s tyle of cook ing, on e tha t 
" 

Currently, ve ry few chefs ha ve a 
true understanding of molecular 
cooking. But it is sure to change in 
lim e. In fact, it is th e term 
'm olecular gas tro nomy' that most 
che fs di slike. For us, cooking is 
a n art . And molecular cooking 
is just anoth er tool for us to 
ere-ate that art, 

Another upside to molecular 
coo king is that it has somewhat 
rev ived fmc dining. However, the 
process does tak e more time and 
the cost of equ ipme nt re qui red is 
quite high. 

THE SC IE'\CI-: O F IT 
This contemporary style of 
cooking brings together the 

unders ta nd it One way 1O bridge 
this gap is to use subUe mol ecular 
tec h n iques in regular dish es to 
add a new dimension to lh em. It 
cre a tes a talking point about th e 
di sh without turning it into an 
unsuccessful sc ie nce exper imen t. 

P E HSOI\ .\ L TOUCH 
Althou gh, [ wouldn 't claim to be a 
m olecu la r chef, I enjoy try ing out 
new techniques. I ha ve c re a ted my 
vers ion of th e local favourite oada 

pav. By usin g m olecular 
techniqu es , I was abl e to amplify 
th e co n trast of the so ft pau and th e 

IN THE KITCHEN 
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Caviar and chocolate might sound like an odd pairing. but mo!eculargaslronomy, a contemporary style ofcooking, points 
to new connections between these ingredients and others, reveals Chef Clinton Cooper 
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» TAJIlOOORI RMN $HA\o1NGS ONA BED Of RICE AND 
BLUE SPEARS 

hile the roots 
of molecular 
gastronomy 
can be traced 
back to the 

1960s, its popularity in the past
 
decade is attributed to Ferran
 
Adria, who used it in his famed
 
restaurant El Bulli, Coupled with
 
curiosity, this style of cooking has
 
really created a movement
 

So what is molecular cooking? 
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! Molecular gastronomy refers to a 
modern style of cooking, one that 
applies innovations from science. 
It seeks to expLore and understand 
the chemical reasons behind the 
transformation of ingredients. 

FOHAY F'~ INDIAN 
eli (SI N E 
Although internationally popular, 
molecular gastronomy hasn't 
really influenced Indian cooking 
as yet. This is because Indian 
cuisine is still heavily steeped in 
tradition. What I love about it is 
the simplicity of the presentation, 
along with the complexity and 
depth of flavours. It is a style of 
food that can't be cooked from a 
recipe; it comes from years of 
experience. It's amazing the way it 
is; why change it? 

Currently, very few chefs have a 
truc understanding of molecular 
cooking. But it is sure to change in 
time. In fact, it is the term 
'molecular gastronomy' that most 
chefs dislike. For us, cooking is 
an art. And molecular cooking 
is just another tool for us to 
create that art. 

Another upside to molecular 
cooking is that it has somewhat 
revived fine dining. However, the 
process does take more time and 
the cost of equipment required is 
quite high. 

THE SCIENCE OF IT 
This contemporary style of 
cooking brings together the 
unlikely pairings of flavours and 
ingredients. It's about 
understanding the science behind 
taste and our palate. For example, 
chocolate and smoked salmon go 
well together, but that doesn't 
mean that one should serve 
smoked salmon on chocolate 
mousse; but it does get you 
thinking out of the box! 

On the other hand, molecular 
gastronomy has quite a niche 
market People are either 
intimidated by it or don't 

understand it One way to bridge 
this gap is to use subtle molecular 
techniques in regular dishes to 
add a new dimension to them. It 
creates a talking point about the 
dish without turning it into an 
unsuccessful science experiment 

PERSONAL TO UCH 
Although, I wouldn't claim to be a 
molecular chef, I enjoy trying out 
new techniques. I have created my 
version of the local favourite vada 

pa.v. By using molecular 
techniques, I was able to amplify 
the contrast of the soft pav and the 

IN THEKITCHEN 
Snm€ of tile tools used for molecular 
gastronomy are: 
. lrmnersIOO: Circulators 
. Oel1ydrJtors 

• vacuum machine 
• Thermometers 
• Pipettes 
• Syringes 

• L I 'l~(d flilrogen 

crunchiness of the uada: 

As a chef, you should be able to 
work with what you have. Anyone 
can create an amazing dish, but it 
takes real talent to make 
something amazing out of fewer 
ingredients... 

'J\ifoleeular ,~ta s tronOlnv has 
t ..J . J 

S0111c\vhaL revived fine dining' 

----As told 10 Veyoleen Mehrotra 
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